




HAVE AT YOHS

Today I sorted through, the remaining mailing zines to make up a 
bundle that I could look through, and comment on, and we, there is no 
Scythrop 24 or is left*
I’m sorry about that,IB and TonD, but what happened was simply that X 
have sent out the extra copies, inadvertantly including my own bundle, 

to prospective members who have unde enquiries since the last mailing# 
This, by® the bye, explains why (MPA requires the extra copies, or 

at least it explains one use of them# Of course one of the other uses 
is that if a members bundle goes astray, as it has happened in the 

past, I can send him a new bundle# Also, we can sell the back numbers*
This last method of disposal has been negledtled by me in the past, 

X don’t know if we could sell any* Members might mention that we sell 
back numbers at twice the postagej and I’ll try to get out a list of 
what we have for sale some time soon*

BAIMOUTH Lynn Hickman. Its a pity that one can pick up a copy of a 
zine and notice that it is reproduced well*

That is to say that I wish I, and some other members, could produce a 
fanzine as impeccable as this* Unfortunately, shudder ingly recalling 
my struggles with the school duplicator, I know that this is not as 
easy to do as it might sound* Perhaps one mighty if afflicted with a 
poor machine and with no way of getting a better one; try in some other 

way to improve the zine* Say by waking a real effort to get something 
interesting in it, or at least trying to get greater quantity, or,an 

alternative I’ve tried, put a bit of colour on the cover, I put colour 
on my covers,when I have time, partly because I like colouring them 

and partly because I hope to make a poor cover look a bit better*
I wish we had more US members, ((l wish we had more members))* 
Lisa Tuttle... *sex education. I’ve a few thoughts swimming around 

in my head about this, one of them being, Who is going to teach it? 
If you say "the schools” then why? and also,what is sex education? 
Is it the mechanics, the *,er».morals, or health, or social*** .you see 
there are going to be few children who do not know the mechanics by 
the time they are, say, ten* I believe this not only by personal 
experience,hearing other adults remeniscences , but also from comming 
into contact with many children* Add to this the fact that while at 
college I did a study of childrens lore,an the course of which, not 
quite incidentally because children have ’’lore” and "traditions” about 
such things, I found that sex knowlege was almost universal among the 
children of the junior age range* What might be far more useful would 
be the health and moral side of sex education* To get a healthy attit 
-ude to sex depends to a large degree on developing an attitude of 

responsibility for ones actions* I’ve no doubt that schools can help 
in this, but it is mostly at home and amongst their fellows that these 
sort of attitudes are formed. Good or bad attitudes* Any change that 

the school can make depends on these,and in turn of the world a large.
That is, advertising, stories, films,TV* But especcially on the peer 

groups of the children* Also, who is going to teach "sex"?. I’ve heard 
of, for instance, young women teachers being asked to take such lesson* 
Quite frankly it might be OK with young children, but from the teen 

children I’ve met I pity any such teacher trying to do serious work on 
that* .gigglesome,dirty, subject. Anyhow, those are just stray thoughts 
maybe someone can say something more useful*



DADMOUTH Continued...the only mandatory subject taught in English 
schools (l’m right am I Terry?) is religion©

I think it perpetrating superstition and sho>vs we are still very near 
the oaves. I don’t like teaching the Christian religion. Yet I do 
teach something which passes for religious instruction? Why? Well 
read on and dig about in my words© Don’t go taking remarks out of the 
context of my overall remarks though. Firstly I think that a large 
number of people need religion for reassurance* Then again, a lot need 
the prop of religion to help them behave as res pone ible people, and 

thirdly some need the fear of God to disuade them from tneir anti
social inclinations. I oppose people who turn from G-od and then act as 
though that releases them from any obligation to their fellows© I 

also think religious fanaticism, or deep belief, can be dangerous, 
breeding hatredetcUntil some philosophy of sociejy arises that 
fulfills these functions, then religion is needed. I teach religion, 
with ’“religion" meant, in an effort to socialise children. For example 
be kind to people deaf, dumb, lame, stupid, poor, old, etc., compassion, 
or, ’’would you like, some one to do/sajs that to you?, consideration for 
others, ”1 know a man whl goes round at night trying shop doorsS”... 
a .> .©policeman’., don’t jump to conclusions; anti-peedjudice. etc., in 
other words I try to teach children to behave as respocible people... 
but of course, again, their homes,their friends, the world at large, 
all have great influence on them. For instance, consider the constant 
pilfering which goes on, in all sorts of factory or office; consider 
the "booss” who can make deals with overseas commercial parteners to 
get over-the-rate currency when holidaying abroad...it goes on and on.

Yell, what is a child to think when he’s told one thing, but sees 
everyone doing the opposite?. How can he believe that honesty is the 
best policy, .and consider the carry-over of this into all aspects of 
his life.Complete honesty,is impossible, and very probably 
so is integrity.

YSELT C Handfield... .hope to sec you in the Jan mailing...

THE RECKONING K Walker. if Fandom is snort on Horror fansines then 
thats OK by me. If you mean by fantasy,de Oamp,Tolkein, 

Vance, even Moorcock, OK, but horror, no ta. Maybe I’ve jumped to the 
wrong conclusions,horror in fantasy is OK, but the word ’’horror” gives 
me the horrors. I think about ghould, corpses, witchy things etc., just 
strewn about with ..er..gay abandon just for the sake of giving one 

the creeps. Anyhow, maybe you could tell me what you think of as 
horror, we nay indeed be on the same wavelength...but putting the word 
’’horror” into the BWS vocabulary makes me feel leery of it.

There is nothing to prevent a member putting reprint material 
through OMPA. It would -be welcommed. The objection is to having all 
reprints. I think it would be very commendable for ary member to put 
his genzine through (MPA. I would if I had one* But the member should 
also get in something that, to the satisfaction of the officers, can 
be reasonably called origional* That doesn’t mean that it has to be 
your own origional material of course, just that it appears first in 
your zine, whoever writes it. If there is some good reason for you 
mailing out your genzine before an OMPA deadline I’ think any normal 
officer, or member, whuld not raise objections©

Comment?



RABBLE ROUSES 1 Will Str^t ‘̂ ^cre vyas a milkman nome o» Will,
past over bumpy roads nrri r?oi on y ^^ble was that he drove too 
the irate customers, So they nut^hitr /he^fore moh burned milk to 
yes...inhere theres a mf there-s^ Xv °heese^kilS Sept...*, 

Glad you did the intro, nice to know\’^*^** tO ^°U to°^ * 
write/comments/sends sines to " ' Sjm<i'fchlr,S about people one 
back ^X“ êSXSL7a03 hbT te 
fan I like to knoZXX one tS the J? the“* Ihe 
famish, and the faans aouse ofieij too sXon°°USe °f b°ilS t0° 

a -asionall scream if
ask&r lxbraries» Wbe Qx’and Cam are^lso entitled 5°levo.'tea'!: °erta2i 
ask, er..oh yes..well, the HCEB has been » ^titled to copies, if they

can recall...its a sort of. er iote X . 7 ““ as far back as 1 
oh well. oi..er..joke..er, you know..er..a jest..er...

E0SP1 en^

°‘U'SA Sam at ’74 -mber 1 son
possibly afford it PcnbA-hi*11 eappeaf at ^he Chessmancon...if we can 
"IW C£XVSaTS6?, ™-2 aon,XX
my birthday anniversary ,f TrafalgS Oct Xiy„arfai®e^ be born on
r^ht noble child, vdry advXX^Xjtc! ’ H° °f C3Urse’ 

don'tx^eis:ht:»yorhab?se GX ?°ei^s i
too easy a time in prison.Xmt^^h^XT^1’16-,01’1”111^13 tev±nfi 
lot of people who would be slad to i~; & pennea UP> but there areagonditions. As to a feasSle ± p such,comparitavly, good 
their labours..well, its very difficStX^T f00^0 benefit out of 
on some work that does not lend itself ”tX?Sly- th?y ™st be ei®aged 

and possibly located in some olarJX™ t^.“aklI8 implements of esoape, 
Wbe they fhould be set sXX? Mayb
etc a, say fillirg in the Wash. ..^r irrieatiL tools such as spades
region like the Australian Desert..ar the^ d f“fes>hg some desert 
via Israel, clearing jungles in South Amorica^'"1’‘ ’ 2gg:LBg a 2es' oanal

Perhaps it might be better to trv -m ■nw * j
a career of crime in the first ulare Pf RnC pe0Ple turning to
S° ^iat vidS get more ohan°e to adventure without SiXi® °f COD™I’ities 
perhaps by stricter population j-thcub berrg destructive,
more control over cfuel etr* 4- * f to have children,
.emphasis on trainiig for dobs for °lasses in schools'.) mere

are not too rany SadeMc XX XniXX^ face ^ere
children-peOpie> I Hke the iaAo npV11®8 ^^lable to the majority of 
the money commirg from?, like cleanim^un^-^-^V^^^^ wherc is 
canals, landscaping whatever srmnfl I?™-? ■ ?“ mljJ3s f°ul rivers and 
lot of land that Sly neX a^XX-?^ R cit,ics--a^ I>ve seen a 
into a pleasant ploti-ather thlm? Xolf® °n to 4t
be built on in a few y^tSe it !TOn if U *°

toeenery “ XoiaVx*1 xt from a simpie 

from death Vmur^e^o^'ZSSrXr^n tS ^^cX^t 
w vu. ah wiu course oi comnn.t«*



GUR contnd. ...committing a crime, to severer punishments for assult, 
especially unpon children, to really effective fines for pollution 
offences, etc.,

N Ireland is complicated by religious hatreds,a large unemployment 
problem and dirty politics.(I assume that politics sometimes are other 
than dirty). Prom what newspapers and TV I’ve seen there seems to be a 
large younger clement who cause riot merely for the hell of it. Maybe 
this. is another aspect of youth in re volt. ..but it it expresses itself 
in violence to person and property it needs stopping. Maybe if British 
troops used steel bullets and say flamethrowers on illegal, jeering, stone 
and pdtrol bomb throwing crowds this might discourage them. The IRA, seem 
to me to be a terrorist organisation trying to force its own political 
aims on a largely uninterested or opposed majority. I can see little 
justification for the murder of unarmed men,not to mention innocent,not 
at all involved bystanders,women and children, by bullet or ferfeafa bomb, 
I oMy wish more of these bomb makers could blow themselves up while 
engaged in the manufacture of these cowardly weapons. Its a pity too 
that the Eire government do not take stronger action against terrorists 
operating from their territory.

BINARY .1011 Joe Ratrizio. This business of mailing comments comes round 
every so often..I suppose its a case of trying 

to achieve some balance. Ideally perhaps they should occupy about the 
same sort of place as LCSs in a decent genzine... er ..ambiguous that... 
say a quarter to a third of an issue,but of course the readership of an 
apa tends to be more regular that that of most genzines, so continuing 
conversations are possible, and in many cases desirable. As a stimulus 
to the other members I think Mcs are heccssary; otherwise it seems that 
your remarks, (stories, ar tic Ids etc.,) are disapearing into a vacuum. Ho 
hum. nothing new in my renarks I suppose. At present there doesn’t seem 
to he any great Subject of Discussion in QMPA, but one could pop up at 
any. .minute (so to speak) . If pne dons not make an effort to do Mos at 
least some of the time its hard to get the cyclo of response going. So 
we must do our best to write Mcs as interestingly as possible.

Equiv quarto,.as you will appreciate this is not always easy to work 
out so that it is fair to the member producing the zine, and to the 
members getting it. Thdre are, for instance, variations in type size, and 

thus in the number of words por page; there is also the problem of illos 
What do you do about,say, a backcover consistirg of an illo (say a 

good illo) which takes up roughly a third of the page space?. During my 
term (which shows no sign of ending yot, he says noncommittally) I’ve 
tried to be fair and balance, say, a short page off against a long one, 
or an illo similarly. I generally accept that a W » British quarto, 
and a foolscap as (one and a third) quarto. If necessary I will put 
this as a ruling into an Offtrails .

games ..•••••



BIMDY. • • .War games«... I find 
exhaxis ting. I put this 

down to the stress of trying to 
outwit the opponent#..

Essentially 1 see "war” games 
as an exercise on a mental level# 
It may he true that this is some 
sort, of sublimation of my 
agressive desires, if so perhaps it 
is better for Jean to lose ny 
company for an evening that to be 
subject to these, er, continual 
beatings. War games are, in my 
opinion, games first and war second, 
that is to say the interests is in 
trying to outwit the “eneiry”, (as 
in chess,the king of games..which 
mould easilly be described as a
war game) in my opinion ary game in thioh one plays against another persoi 
with the intention of winning; draughts,cards, monopoly etc#, has the 

element of conflict. In war games the conflict is merely organised in a 
different way# There are various types of war games. Some are games set 
in imaginary locations with imaginary forces. These are almost purely 
games in which one tries to outwit ((note my constant use of the word 
"outwit”,this is essentially what the game boils down to..a battle of wits 
in which the pices are soldiers by mere chance of the type of game) the 
"enemy". Other war games are games set in specific times and locations 
and using specific forces. Games of this type are the refighting of the 
battle of Waterloo, Anzio, the Bulge,Normandy,the Desert etc., in these 
games in addition to pitting wits with the other player there is an 
additional-element; can one achieve a different result to that which 
actually took place?. This looms large in this type of game, perhaps 
its a feeling of competeing with the actual commanders of the time.

In war games; except perhaps in those played by pukka army staff 
colleges; the situation does not bear a great relation to the^actual 
conduct of a specific, (the specific) campain. This, in ny opinion, 
is due to the fact that it is prohibitivly complicated to reproduce the 
atmosphere and conditions of the actual campain. Eor instance, it is 
hard to a^-low for the accidents of war,; eg; a secure position on the 
board was actually lost through confusion of orders in the real thing; 
or someone actually disobeyed orders; or the attacters(defenders) in 
the real war did an illogical thing, and wan, where in the board game 
the same move would be scuioide* In real war mad attacks, which would 
be fatal in a board game, suceeded, and well, prepared moves failed# I 
recall that in the Americah Civil war Union troops assulted a mpuntain 
strongly held by Confederates, in the to-th of withering fire, yet 
gained the day. In a board game logic has more rule; but by this very 
fact becomes unreal. I doubt that any sane war-gamer regards his 
counters as real troops, there is a saying to the effect that lead 
soldiers have no wives and children to rsep for them , and I believe 
that this expresses the recognition by war'-gamers that they are indeed 
only playing a game. . ,

(MPA and improving it.(Gray Boak) mile I was more than interested 
to read your comments; and pleased because a’u least you noticed that



Gray Boat contd*..noticed that some of us are concerned to effect 
some improvement in (MPA, I should have been even 

more interested if you could have expanded your remarks about these 
younger fans wanting to start a new APA. hmmm. .what I’m trying to say 
is, what is it that they, and presumably you too, feel that (MPA lacks, 
what can we do to make (MPA a thriving concern^ is it that the members 
should take more trouble to turn out better looking zines, with better 
material, better mailing consents, better setting out?. What should 
we do, how can we encourage members to do whatever will improve the 
APA?.

. Egoboo poll .....was disapointirg » Needs more participation and a 
better format questionaire.

Re China, it is interesting that the longest continuing culture in 
the world has recently achieved a position of ...respect?, power? not 
because of any technical tradition of brilliance, but because it has 
adopted-adapted the results, technology, of a long non-continuous 
culture. The Chinese may be able to trace back 4,000 years of a 
culture*• .but the West, orienting on its most obvious trait, can trace 
back to the Sumerians. .aid. perhaps beyond.

Fafiation.. .Gerbish. I sympathise. Lets hope that this doesn’t 
permanently affect your fanac.

3 times a night....Whatever . .00TT7- • • • «The Wall part
Back in the early 60’s a fan who did as much travelling round as 

you have would be called a Travelling Giant (or Jiant), I ? order if 
fans have become more used to the idea, or perhaps more fans get 
around more. Quite an interesting account of your doings,which is 
unusual as a lot of fan-visiting accounts are the opposite. Perhaps 
its tne variety of your doings,and their relation to S3? that interests 
me.

Enjoyed your'writings about your time at the con,but only very 
trivial remarks occur to mo. I enjoyed the collateing session in the
Pardoes room, it was nice to do 
something with a group of fans, I 
get more than a bit starved for 
famish company the rest of tne yeeo 
. .Birmingham isn* t too far away, 
but I never have liked going into 
Brum. I went there a meeting befor 
the Novacon, (Blish was speaking) 
and had a disgruntling time 
getting there. It was raining very 
heavily, and there was a traffic 
pile up at The Hall of Memory. 
Still, I* joined the BSBG and might 
go up again some time.

Gerry Taylors minicon account 
was ok as such things go but does 
hot inspire any comment.

Apathy in (MPA is far from 
dead,(re 7 mens contrib to the 
combozine), which is a damn pity 
after the ’’purge” we had last year w 1 I

0
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Gerbishzinosoontd.,, MUST get a combozinc orgaised earlier this time... 
in fact I’d better put something in Off trails about 

it this time or there will be nothing done. The material will have to be 
in before the next mailing goes cut..hmrnnu

Ah, no, there will never he another Goon Bleary; I was always a great 
adm-ireiS? of John Berry; so the imitations I’ve done are, of course, a form 
ofJdS recognition-flattery. I don’t think I’ve ever parted with my few 
BETHIBUTIONs, and don’t intend to either.

Hal Clement (and other authors I’ve heard of)? produced, a nap of 
his Gravity world. If a series of stories are intended to be set in 
some location, some same location, (re John Carter) then to my mind it is 
essential to have some sort of a map, otherwise anomolies will creep in, 
like a long sea voyage over a previously stated desert region...etc.,etc. 
Hot many people have commented on the fictici wor.;.v.; and none have had a 
go at writing stories set there. Oh well.
THE POSTAL MENACE..when I fead through this ths first time,when it came, 

I wasn’t much impressed. But on reading it through 
again now it seens to have clicked into a more flowing, readable story, 
which was quite amusing and which I enjoyed a great deal. Now all I worry 
about is how on earth the next bloke is going to sort it out.. .er.. .who 
id dling it? there was nothing in this mailing, which is a great pity 
as I’d have liked to see it in every mailing.

WHO TA DOING THE NEXT EPISODE OF THE 
POSTAL MENACE

PhilcGas & Scythrop... .John Bapgsund. .At school..where I work, .we have a 
portable Roaaeo..which I hate, its hand cranked and 

drum inked and has a counter .. .it even has Things to shuffle the paper 
over from left tp right. But; there is this thingy inside which sticks 
every so often, causing the paper to be sucked under and round the roller 

s, and, very annoying, it has no prov
ision that I can find for raising or 
lowering the print on a page. This has 
caused me much grief, especially when 
I’ve had to cannibalise headings...I’ve 
Jiad to hold stencils to gether by staple 
and sellotape,,and a quarter inch fold 
one way o?.' another is sufficient to put 
the prLit off Xie top or bottom of the 
paper, we a\u-o have a banda, which I 
haven’t done much on. I’m a bit wary of 
this type of dupcr.

Yes it is infuriating when people 
panic, it only makes things harder to set 
right. Extraordinary hours you workl, 
factuating reading..hmm maybe its a love 
pf gossip that makes me Kay that...

It costs a lot of money to produce and 
run a fanzine, .paper and postage have 
risen way up since I last published a 
regular zine; it used to cost me 10/— a 
ream for paper, now it costs £1 • .and the 
postages awful.

Quite enjoyed the whole zine.



HELL 2 the cover was nicely 
drawn but it didn’t seem 

to me really suitable for a cover 
the joke-subject would have been 
better,half size, inside, and the 
cover- as well drawn- some lofty 
subject or other..er..er..er..I 
think on looking closer that it is 
the caption that X dislike most*.* 
maybe sans caption, and with a 
bearded fan sitting- with ’ t Owl 
and11 Pussy Cat also, nonchalantly 
noshing •

______________ __ LIMBO, ok,well, actually quite 
interesting, but not very commenta

Die....pop down the M5/6 some time and see the Wonders of Worcester- 
M1@hty Malverms, the Awesome Severn, the er..the..oh well*

• 11103 aKUsihg... but actually it would not be all
that hard to have a sort of Cornwall con., a camping con, as Archie 
has suggested, would do fine* The only trouble is that of persuading 
ans,.or a least a dozen, to take their holidays at the same time..

13 n0t S0 easy for some people ..and anyway those who can afford 
it; for some strange reason; seem to want to go to furrin parts. But 
. you two,or Archie, seriously get the idea going I’d be interested, 
in ary case, * money holding out, we will be off to Cornwall in the 
summer, camping. Go on, organise a camp-con. and, er,don’t forget to 
invite Lisa....... °

Terry, what were the other two names suggested for Triode?...X 
bought my Cringebinder duper uder similar circumstances to those you 
relate...Oh 'fchis is gocd Its a pity that fans afe so
scattered ovdr the country (no jokes u2), X suppose a lot of jobs 
tie people to areas. Hmmm».I fancy movirg to Cornwall, but its not

a there.»besides, who would X play war-games with
then?. iVhen my premium bonds come up I‘11 move to Cornwall and set up 
a ^ob/home agency devoted to movirg fans to one .town, .say Mousehole, 
(its such a famish name..well, its got something) .

While very interesting there is nothing startlingly new about 
the Hoy Sharpe article. Perhaps he might find some newer ground to 
cover.

I though the Sheila Thari article on Tongs very good..o& well' 
oa£ t agree on everything, (say, do they sell Charringtons, or Tetle 
Tetleys or John Smiths beer in your area? Hs if you drink it regulary 
it rots body and mind..yecchh. .thats ..er enough)

Agree with Skel—theology* Tell me, have X ever expounded to 
theory of predestination? Also, do you believe this rubbish a 

about there being free will?.
TABP hasn't had the publicity it needs lately,not enough people 

know about it, or care. No—or—little time has been given for it at 
conventions..ard X’ve seen no reports, or mention of reports for the 
last 5 or 6 TAFF trips.(ny memory might decieve me). X also think it 
a mistake to include countries in Europe other than the British Isles, 
but perhaps that was inevitale due to apathy here, enthusiasm in 
Germany, and a wish by US people to see other than UK fans* I’d like' 
to see a lot more interest in the USA by UK fans, a lot more contact,



rrrarx z yuurgor fans especially seem to be full of a BLIND
prejudice against things American. Yah, Up the DS, to

Hell(?) with the Reds. On fandom being cut-throat..well it wasn’t so 
hack in ’59 when I found it...my prejudices tell me that its the new 
generation of selfish-tiioughtless-dirtymouthed-scroungii^; ’’fans'1 that 
are cut-t^n? oat«(there, that should set the cat among the pidgeons)^: 
..I particulary regard selfishness as regards person ar own "clan” to 
develop© that further I’d claim a stubborness in clinging to prejudices 
is typical of some people (yourg & old) but recently more noticable in 
deluded young people, who want to go somewhere but have no real idea 
of where to go, or what is worthwhile. A pity, a lot of enery is wasted 
by young people sincerly wanting to better the world, but they are led 
off, by prjudice or loud talkers, or hasty judgement, and combinations 
of these and otner factors, into destructive blind alleys«•.hmmm..now 
this is no way to go on. I’m spouting out thoughts without giving them 
much shape. Aryway, some of the attitude of rebellion just for the 
sake of rebelion (when its all boiled down) has come over into Random.

Re, y&ur remarks about demos against S African tours, Australia etc., 
your last remark..."You can’t logically have both’." demonstrates a 
nu.sundcrstandipg of the world. Only when you accept the fact that 
people rarely act logically will you see the world in ..er..a clearer 

light, (life is absurd and illogical »• ..Bench)
Between now and the Chess mane on we need to get 

more organised. You two volunteer to help?, (agree 
wholeheartedly with your comment in this nailing 
that all or most work MUST be done by CMRci^members) 
Must write round after this mailing goes out.

Problems of running a convention.. .well there 
are some. One is to find a suitable hotel, the 
other is working out a programme. As for the hotel 
one must try to get a hotel that can take all or 
most of the expected attendees (fix up overflow 
hotels) , has a hall big enough to take the con, 
and is convenient to get to. (also things like 

seeing what the manager and staff are like,.attitudes to room parties9 
availibility of booze etc,,etc,, things like power points and black-out 
for films, lock-up rooms for the hucksters. Anyhow,the way I see it the 
first thin^ to do was to think of a location for a con which would be 
con(ha ha)venient for most members. Birmingham,on main rail routes and 
with $ood road acess suggested itself right away, though Bx-ighton was 
mooted. Brighton, in my opinion, and t’was mentioned by some northern 
fans, was too far south, Any.vay,I thought, we can but look round Brum. 
Now a hotel which is a lorg way from the centre suffers from at least 
two disadvantages, 1,difficulty getting there for train-travelling fans, 
2, lack of local-near eating places. The second is partuculary import
ant as hotel food usually costs more than cafe-chinese-etc., Then, the 
hotel must have a car park, or be near to some facility. In Brum this 
is not easy to find .At the last Brumcon cars were parked miles, away. 
((Midland can take most attendeesgiplenty of eating places within a few 
minutes walk,station right at rear of hotel,multi-storey carpark built 
as part of the railway station.) )-^I’d also thought of The albany and 
other Brum hotels, but most lack halls,some are too.expensive in any case 
and NONE as convenient to station and car park. Having sized this up, 
not all at once, the next consideration was the attitude of the manager



iiEr.T, k manager and. staff. Rog Peyton mentioned that he
+v, 4- -u was disPleased at the last con at the Midland by

2?!/!?. tbat ?h? bars closed early, ran out of essential booze, etc., 
? in went t0 see to manager. To get things straight from 

h start I explained that there would be people drinkixg to all hours, 
utnat-F2ple from other hotel would V7an* free acess to the 

toink^F? STlditha^ W°Uld Stay °pen as lor£ as ar^0ne wanted a
arrnk etc., I also told him that most people would eat out, and he 
Xect^ul^nn^0* thV^e hG gaVC the ^pression ^at we could 

P!ratlOn> 1Ve 11 g0 up t0 the hotel ^ain af we get the con 
h^e will heSaf ^cour?e* and at the actual con I, and others I 
^t'rrZkP^F I* ^1??^ €??ly' to sort last roinute tongs out. Also,we 

f clear that if attendees have any complaints they must see a 
committee member and we'll take it up at once with the manager.

.Programme. Much of the programme is dictated by tradition or con
venience. For instance there will, as far as the forseeable future, 

the P^g^ome/many fitting neatly into certain 
time slots) tne BSFA AIM will be an item on most pxx or all programmes 
ior a long time to come. And the Sunday morning timing of this has always 
.been considered the most suitable time by committees; well, all those 
interested in it. will get up, while the others can have a nice
lie m knowing that they arc n&t missing any important programme item. 
Of course we could change the BSFA time...,Sat morning? Mon Mornirg?

„ a ’there *is the G-cH, it now becomming traditional to fit this in 
on ^unday evening a& a banquet, the Fancy Dress, the St*Fantony, then 
there need to be a mmber of films,a number of lectures, a number of 
discussions. Any more suggestions....a Battle Royal?. Getting some 
sort of a programme worked out is fairly simple...the gatherirg of 
material and people is a bit harder.
• x TBy this Easter we hope to have 8C$ of the work done. At the *73 con 
XSelC We wil1 need- Pe°Ple to roan to registration desk,call in the 
attendees, look for people who should be on panels,hand out booze at the 
hum & Sway, .etc., These tasks are very necesary,and must be done by QMPA 
members if at all possible. So the solution to the problem of ettee
members being a long way apart is to get everything done in good time.

......Arts Council grants...so most people don't give a damn 
about ’Art" in any shape or form. That Coronation Street has umpty ump 
million viewers does not make it art. Art appeales to a minority, Art 
does not appeal to a majority. Therefore the democratic thing to do ias 
to do away with Art. (*.?) Democracy is a balance of wanting things, not 

of needing things. Does the want 
of $0,000,000 make a thing into a 
need? • The same people who are all 
in favour of giving Art to the 
'’masses” (which they don’jj want... 
or education to the ’’masses”,which 
they don’t want...) would be rather 
against the idea that opinions etc 
should be forced on people. ”But 
when they under stand-babe been 
educated to it they'll thank us "is 
such a lovely attitude, shared by 
saints and fiends. There baint no 

: logical answer, as usual ...,heh 
hch, heh, heh....



More HELL 2*. .Dirac Arg ©stun G-esept 
sounds Ilk© th©

Terx’em fo.ke*x^>volujf- 
org.^nise-tion in iVASP • 

well tnats about it....

EHVT 4 John Ooombe(and Jane 
Quintrell*) •

Don* t pack in reading histor
ical novels Jane...I hope JC is 
making sure that the SB1 you read is
rood staff, there’s a lot of rubbish about. Name some names /e 
historical' novels...Duggan,Graves,Renault,Oldengerg,Suttcli-ie,Plaidy, 

"&ai'°Howiirs, always enjoy this sort of thing..must be try^childish sense 
of humour. Binary does some..Scribble used to... when I was in the RAP 
V recall times after night flying when a bloke would squat on the front 
tamper of the land rovt with a loaded catapult whale therover was 
driven rally round, lights blazing, chasing hares and

Philip Michells article (a poor heading) was too skewhy■ co, be 
much good; I grant him the assumption that with h° “
have made more sense. Anyway,he is trying to deal with boor a-4 
questions.... Suddsy menace,well, ml wouldel'm against self rule for Cornwall,males or Scotland, and would_ 
also like to see all Ireland united,PEACEABLY, with the UK. ".fTutl 
I believe "united we stand,divided we fall . a measure of 
nomv,yes. Decentralisation;yes. I’d limit cities to a of
a million, possibly less,((applies to UK, don t know hoi

nfher daces')) the way I would do it would be to plan the s* 
of cities taking into consideration only very ™P°r^ 
reasons. Then I would build a city,part underground,with all «e 
necessary aoess points, vehicles and pedestrians separaW, a»i » totoui 
20 "floors". Compact. Around the city, green belt. Roadoi^i- too 
constructed on a long term plan feeding all city sites, ihe.i I c. pu

+.n .fcue d£v. ((occupations trades, etc., all planned 
balanced population from some big oiiy, preferably London. After abouc 
a dozen cities had been built I'd transfer the capital,perhaps 
Southampton, raze London to the ground..preserving hista.10 building

ta another, and build a«w London, and move the ^pi W.
4-h^rpfnerhaos) If Ireland was with, us perhaps a better site tor 

the capital might be Liverpool. Eventually 
give way to new cities on this plan, towns logically tut ^tactically 
planned7 villages on the same likes. I'd recruit an array of Capability 
Browns to make the country as a while a pleasing place to --.vu 
(Ke nek for dictator’.)

mTn 1S at least 1/3 of the members listed are still more or less 
PABLO worder .f it wouU h any sending
out a circular to these ex-members•.say the CMPA ccmbozinc.o

BELTANE 1 Rosemary.. .Golden Bougn,is good. -otivityeto., 
about that in OT. Hmm, no comment comes co rn-nd, pro-^-bl/^. s 

because I’mgettim arpeious about tame, I have little .Uft^ofinish 
tais (apologies) Si M3 issue of KHA.TSH as the decline is here, 

anywayiji twas a pleasant zine* / ?



iEGG 5, nice cover though it feels heavy somehow, mayhap it is all the 
dark areas. This zine seems to have by far the best artwork 

of the mailirg, and in quantity too. Checkpoint, are you picking up 
the con info from CT for this? it would be as complete as any letter 
I could send you, and its only circulated to (MPA members so it would 
be news to Checkpointers. John Brosan. .comes the revolution I'll 
initiate a reaforestation scheme, oaks,beeches,walnut, etc., etc., 
instead ofl the (or as well as?) eternal conifers. I think you did the 
right thing in giving The Opposition a place to speak; disagree with 
the contents of the article though.

The Rathbone article, good to see. interesting but nothing IE can 
sea to comment on. sorry,liked it. More of this sort of thing would 
not be amis.

Gray Boak,Africa being the logical place to look for first 
signs of civilisation. Up to a point X tend to agree. But, if man did 
start there, or gdt a first foothold there it does not follow that he 
started civilisations there. Reason, civilisation means progress from 
a hunter society to agriculture, to larger organisations and more 
technology. If the living conditions in Africa were not in a proper 
balance..; ie.,not too easy, not too hard,stimulus but not hard 
enough to force a constant struggle to merely survive, land suitable 
to primitive agricultural methods..then it would not irake I —-
progress. Still think the river valleys the most likely /
places. (Nile,Euphrates,Barges, (er west India) 
Yellow river.) Indoneasia perhaps a good bet, 
river valleys, wild rice to gather, then to 
cultivate.

Bronsan. .ok...
wise words from Joe Fatrizio...

When I was doing W square bashing the two 
radio programmes for which all work stopped 
were Journey into Space and The Goon Show, 
(hope I’m remembering right about the 
latter) •. though I guess I was the oily real 
SF reader in the flight. I used to like Dan 
Dare for the superb ill os., it must nave been 
one of the very first glossy UK comics...
...Harsh Black Pits of Luna is really,! believe, THE GREEN HILLS OF 

EARTH. The “Martians’' sarg it in JiSpace. Vlas a good programme,better 
than a lot which followed.. .or is that just nostalgia speaking?. 
Sam Long, politicization, .agree.

ERG 36 Jeeves, heh heh, yr comments re UFO, Who, etc.,on the whole agr 
agree, UFO nice backgrouns,ST poor stories.

As an admireer, (tho not always agreeing) of Campbell, and 
recognising his influence on SF, agree very much that an award named 
for him would be a good thing. Question though, is tncro room for 
another award? "greatest contrib to SF in the year might be a bit 
difficult to define closely enough to vote on. Maybe it could be an 
award for the best allround continuing prozine, going to the -editor? • 

para 1 of Alan Burns. .agree • with first half. Agree also that 
it is difficult to write good scientific SF as science has such a 
wide range, and it may be hard to learn enough about what is going on 
and also work it into a story so that it is interesting. But SF dead? 
No. J



a

EEG 36 contd.. .also with para 3* his remarks on QMPA might do 
some good, hut there wouldn’t be very many 

members left, (would there?).
will try to reply to comments on activity retirements etc., in 

or..
the best critism of the Threads in my opinion was that if they 

occupied all of the other planet, and had done so for centuries, 
and fed. on vegetable matter (l hope I’m remembering correctly) how 
come they survived?.

looking at my entry in $hos Who I notice that I left out 
several glorious items..... .inc publishing Whatsit*.?(and StJ?.) 

Ah, against all these superb adverst all the UK prozinos seem to 
have had to offer was..Joad the Wad...

comments at the end of Koj Gilbert letter.. .agree, 
enjoyable zineo(l’m not doing too well on these last couple of 
commnnts-stencils. .no.1 son Matthew is "helping" ard its not really 
conducive to coherant thought) .

I have taken to heart your remarks re the large areas of unrelieved 
typing and drawn in some fillers,Terry. Though not very artisic I 
hopeb it helps to make the zine look a bitnbetter.

dynamic apathy..... .unlike ordinary apathy which merely consists 
of doing or thinking nothing Dynamic Apathy is 

a positive philosophy, (directly related to Positive Inactivity) 
In Dynamic Apathy you see one first has to select some world 
shattering subject, some talking point of Great Significance, some 
Burning Issue, and concentrate upon beirg apathetic about it. This 
is harder than it seems........... .kench.

This has been WHATSIT 22 an CMPAzine intended for the
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January 1972

from. Ken Cheslin,
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